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Advance Praise for Confessions from a Dark Wood:

“We are thrilled to review Raymond’s rich and nuanced chronicle 
of Nick Bray’s immersion into the multifaceted language of our post-
idea economy. Through Nick’s pioneering eyes, we see how the 
formerly protected frontiers of marketplace innovation are not only 
mapped in color for the 7rst time, but exhaustively strip-mined and 
clear-cut for the enrichment of business minds scattered across the truly 
biggest generation. This is a deep intellectual dive by Raymond and 
Bray, and I am profoundly grateful to receive a gift like this in my 
lifetime.”
–Pontius J. LaBar, CEO, LaBar Partners Limited

“In a Web 2.0 universe, where the traditional silos of corporate 
identities collide and reinvent themselves with new strains of story-
driven DNA and a myriad of cross-platform data matrices, it is 
imperative we create new models for interpreting Bray’s voice. 
Contextual issues rede7ne the de7ners. Following Bray’s linguistic 
breadcrumbs requires we not only trace the same path deep into his 
dark woods, but when in the witch’s kitchen, learn the consumer-co-
created interfaces for temperature adjustment and seasoning, and 
therefore taste, 7rst-hand, the unique culinary outcomes.”



–Randi Bevelecazzo, SVP of Liquid Content & Evolving Brand 
Ecosystems, LaBar Partners Limited

“Go viral?”
–Chet Wallace, VP of Client Strategy, LaBar Partners Limited

“Apt.”
–Senior Executive (Anon.), Canard Consulting International

“That’s a lot of motherfucking words, know what I’m saying? 
Like, hundreds. Shit. Could be thousands. My boy Slim Jim is deep, 
feel me?”
–Shaun D. Braun, Client, Ex-NFL running back & One True 

Commissioner (“Tha O.T.C.”) of the FNDFL (First National Dog 
Fighting League)

“I am currently out of the oFice with limited access to email. Your 
message is very important to me, however, and I will attend to it as 
soon as I am able, in the order it was received. If you have immediate 
concerns over the whereabouts of a loved one, I assure you they are 
receiving the full extent of the personalized services for which they 
paid.”
–Mr. Z, Client, Chief Operative, Rendition Vacations, L.L.C.

“Oh please help… [unintelligible] Please! Help… [wet / 
unintelligible] No! Don’t! No! This isn’t–ah– [unintelligible]! Stop 
it! No! Stop!”
–Intern (of the Salmon Shirt), LaBar Partners Limited

“[Mournful hoot.]”
–Shelby the Orangutan, Special Executive Advisor, LaBar 

Partners Limited



“I’ll be damned.”
–Jacob Jude Hawkins, Yale Younger Poets Series Award 

Winner, TSA Screener, Passenger Carry-on Luggage, San Francisco 
International Airport

“I told you they wouldn’t read it 7rst.”
–Nick Bray, ex-VP, LaBar Partners Limited, Narrator

“Oh, so you 7nally have a book. You must be proud. 
Congratulations, son. You know, in the afterlife, books are our toilet 
paper. I’m saying we literally wipe our asses with books. Go 7gure.”
–Dr. Michael W. Bray (Deceased), Ph.D., Dept. of English, 

Endowed Chair of Cervantes Studies, St. John’s Landing University



Author’s Foreword

This book is a work of 7ction. Names, characters, places, and 
incidents either are products of the author’s imagination or are used 
7ctitiously. Any resemblance to actual events or locales or persons, 
living or dead, is coincidental. This work is intended solely as an 
entertaining diversion.
No actual Porsches were harmed in the making of this book.

Narrator’s Foreword 

What I went through, and what appears here, is, if anything, a 
botched attempt at non-7ction. You may think it reads as my absurd 
and ill-conceived nightmare, stained with hyperbole and the grotesque, 
but it doesn’t go far enough.
I assure you that despite strenuous verisimilitude, this book falls 

short of the bare-ass insanity, the perversion of intellectual capital, and 
the pernicious and epidemic squandering of promising human energy, 
which is, in turn, directly responsible for the steady undermining of 
America.
A staggering amount of money reinforces this.
My few seasons touring the country with LaBar Partners Limited 

is a corner of the bigger picture, which if you are able step back, will 
reveal more than our common spiritual desolation, but a holistic retreat 
from logic, compassion, and meaning.
(Jesus, I still sound like I’m writing proposals.)



And the Devil 7nally says to Bobby Gould, “You’re a very bad man.” 
And Bobby Gould says, “Nothing’s black and white.” And the Devil 
says, “Nothing’s black and white, nothing’s black and white–what 
about a panda? What about a panda, you dumb fuck! What about a 
fucking panda!”

David Mamet, The Art of the Theater No. 11, The Paris Review,
No. 142 (Spring, 1997)
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Chapter One
In Which Nick Bray is Peremptorily Recruited by

LaBar Partners Limited

When I was 33, I consulted in a dark wood.
I didn’t know at the time that the edge of that dark wood was the 

sunny, sweaty veranda of the President’s mansion at St. John’s Landing 
University, where my father taught literature for thirty-six years. I was 
merely back again in the small Florida town where I was raised, 
attending my father’s funeral, acting in the way of people who do not 
yet know they are lost. I had moved to San Francisco three years prior, 
but I made occasional trips home under the duress of my mother’s 
coaxing and periodic legal obligation (see also: young marriage and 
divorce; pending home sale; division of assets).
I owned no suit, so I mingled with the university crowd wearing a 

white Cuban shirt, jeans, and a brown pair of broken down, slip-on 
Kenneth Cole’s. Someone who’s face I can’t recall said Nice of you to 
dress up, which passed through me without making a mark, as so much 
did that day. I was both elated and annihilated; on one hand, the thing I 
had feared since I was nine years old had come to pass, and so now it 
couldn’t happen again. On the other, the thing I had feared since I was 
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nine years old was actually happening.
If Faulkner had access to anti-depressants, the university 

President’s mansion would have graced the cover of Absalom! 
Absalom! The Musical. Though strip malls ground out the live oaks up 
and down most of St. John’s thoroughfares, the mansion docked 
against the university like a Hollywood icon of the prelapsarian South. 
White columns, green lawn, wrought iron, decorative shutters. The 
jasmine crawled up, the Spanish moss reached down. University 
faculty, students, locals, friends, second and third ring relations with 
honorary Uncle and Aunt titles, and even some lost strangers touring 
the campus for the 7rst time washed up on the memorial veranda.
My father had left no speci7c instructions regarding a funeral, so it 

was left up to my mother. I suppose she had mentally prepared for this 
in so many diFerent stages of their 39-year marriage, that when the 
time came, the energy to carry-oF the actual memorial service had long 
unspooled with universal laws of entropy. It looked like a church yard 
sale.
Mourners ascended a short Pight of steps to reach the veranda, 

and then entered a kind of slaughterhouse track of low, rectangular 
folding tables covered in paper tablecloths. One one side, a buFet of 
foods that would have caused my father’s cardiologists and 
endocrinologists to blanche. On the other, the tables were littered with 
artifacts of my father’s life. Owing to my recent 7ve hour Pight, it 
reminded me a little of photographs of NTSB warehouses where they 
gather up all of the fragments of a commercial air disaster.
Assembled were family photographs, an imitation Cubs uniform 

jersey I gave him for his 50th birthday, soft-back copies of his few 
published books, an algae-grimed orange tackle box 7lled with rust-
dusted lures and rainbow plastic worms, assorted caricatures given as 
gifts from department secretaries, a prehistoric wooden tennis racquet, 
poker chips stacked beside a spade straight Push (sans royalty), and 
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7nally, because Dr. Michael W. Bray was a Cervantes scholar, an entire 
section crowded with a rag-tag army of Don Quixote and Sancho 
Panza 7gurines, peppered with windmills, attended to by both sag-
backed, bony-rumped Rocinantes as well as their imaginary Romance 
counterparts in full battle dress.
An unplanned mix of my father’s favorite music from his youth 

competed with the human din, and the Beatles’ All You Need is Love 
bumped against The Stones’ Mother’s Little Helper. An extra table, 
entirely empty, stood at the end of the line, its purpose unclear. Maybe 
it was for dirty dishes, or the socket for a petty cash box at this 7nal 
garage sale. It might have stood for all that was omitted from a 
memorial, i.e. a few decades of 7lching undergraduate panties, a 
pyramid of Miller Lite cans, a tape loop of doors slamming around our 
house, and the amputated legs below the knee, which had shuFled oF 
this mortal coil six years ahead of my father.
The bolt through the brain at the end of line was the double-life-

sized portrait of Dr. Michael W. Bray in black and white, a shot of him 
behind the classroom podium, dominated by his head in its full-haired 
and scrub-brush eyebrow mania. It was snapped in an era of continuous 
fear of death and the height of health, when he carried a tweedy sport 
coat over extra forty pounds on two healthy legs, and his single 
snaggling canine pinched his lower lip when he grinned. This bygone 
image of Dr. Bray leaned in the blue pleather seat of his constant 
companion, a cut-rate Lumex manual wheelchair, creating the eFect 
that now they had 7nally amputated everything, save the memory of 
him in his chalk-throwing, wick-dipping, hard-playing heyday.
I stood in front of his portrait, straining on some level to imagine 

what it was he would have to say to me now, when someone touched 
me on the elbow.
“Excuse me, are you Nick Bray?”
The kid looked like a 7t, frattish undergraduate, blonde and 
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perhaps a little short, and twitched haltingly when he spoke, as you 
might expect of a bag man at a heavily surveilled ransoming.
“I’m Nick.”
He swallowed. His eyelids Puttered as he spooled up a memorized 

speech.
“I’m here to inform you Mr. LaBar sends his deepest condolences. 

He is absolutely distraught.”
It took me a moment to place the name. Of course I had heard of 

him from my father. Pontius J. LaBar. “P.J.” in our family circle. Much 
later I would have instantly recognized the kid’s teal, $175 Thomas 
Pink shirt with the monogrammed cuF as the mark of a mid-list Intern 
at LaBar Partners Limited.
“P.J. LaBar?”
“Mr. LaBar. Yes.”
 I looked around. “Is he here?” 
“Well, ah, no,” he cleared his throat. “I’m here for him. On his 

behalf.” He smiled broadly.
“Ok. I guess… thank you?”
“I assure you, he very much regrets he is engaged at the executive 

level today.”
It took me a moment to understand what he had said, and it 

seemed that I was expected to say something back, though the longer 
we stared at one another, the more I felt like the rookie in the espionage 
7lm missing my half of the secret pass phrases.
“I’ll be sure to tell my mother that P.J. sent you… as his… 

regards.”
“Additionally,” the Intern said, “I’ve been asked to request your 

presence at Mr. LaBar’s headquarters in Atlanta to discuss the 
possibility of your joining the 7rm.”
“I live in San Francisco.”
“Naturally Mr. LaBar will Py you to Atlanta for the meeting.”
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I should have known then how much travel would be required. 
The Intern produced a small ivory envelope in heavy stock and 
extended it my way. My name was quilled in black ink on the front, and 
on the reverse side, across an orange wax seal, spanned the raised 
silhouette of a giraFe. How I would come to loathe that logo.
The Intern lowered his head. I thought if I didn’t take the 

envelope I would be violating one of those unwritten customs of 
another country, as when one inadvertently points a bare foot in the 
direction of the host and is dragged from his bed that night and lashed 
within an inch of his life. Yet I was tempted to not take it anyhow, just 
to see if the Intern would die on the spot.
The Intern glowered and spoke quietly: “You should consider it, 

Mr. Bray.”
“I should?”
He nodded. “Strongly.”
“You tell me, you work for him–”
The thought pleased him and embarrassed him so much that the 

little rain cloud on his head blew away. “Oh, no, no,” the Intern shook 
his head, grinning a million aw-shucks a minute. “Maybe one day. If 
I’m lucky. I’m just interning.”
In a sequence of surreal events–the sudden death of your father, 

a call in the middle of the night, a cross-country Pight in which they 
mix advertising with safety instructions, and the vertigo of a few 
hundred mourners milling through a memorial Pea market–one more 
surreal event doesn’t even register. When Alice drank the potion and 
started shrinking, she wasn’t about to say, Hold on, talking rabbits? 
Are you fucking kidding me? One hit and she was all in.
I didn’t ask why anyone thought I’d be worth hiring for a job I 

didn’t know existed. I would have probably tucked the card in my back 
pocket and forgotten about it entirely, but the Intern summoned up the 
7ve whispered words that undid me:
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“You will be well compensated.”
Magic.
I took the card. The Intern let loose an exhalation of relief. 

Without another word he descended the back stairs of the veranda, 
mincing between a damp clutch from the philosophy department 
primarily engaged in a potato salad dialectic. He crossed the back lawn 
to the sandy vacant lot which served as the mansion’s guest parking, 
fumbling with his keys. He’d sweated straight through the back of his 
shirt.
I looked back at the portrait of my father, his lecture eternally 

suspended.
I turned to look again when I heard the unmistakable roar of a 

sports car. A pugnacious gunmetal Porsche Carerra Twin Turbo with 
tinted windows sped beyond the hedges adjacent to the parking lot. 
Trailing behind was the Intern in an undistinguished white rental 
sedan, balancing a video camera on the dash with one hand.
At the corner, a pedestrian stepped from the curb, and the Porsche 

railed on its horn. It gunned around the stunned old man at the last 
moment, 7shtailing across the main boulevard. The Intern’s car lagged 
behind, but not for long. He ran the stop sign and soon they were gone 
from view.
It didn’t cross my mind at the time, but of course it had been P.J. 

LaBar’s car the Intern followed. I later learned he was not just 
following LaBar, but also acting as his chase camera.
The problem, from P.J.’s point of view, was that you could not 

drive behind the Porsche you were currently driving, and you were 
therefore robbed of the very experience that sold you the car in the 7rst 
place–the salacious visual feast of its humps and rump racing around. 
He was indignant that his six-7gure image was squandered unjustly on 
the soccer mom in the Toyota Sienna and her 7ve-year-old, grinding a 
mortar of drool and Cheerios into the grimy fabric seats.
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His personal solution for this problem was to have Interns 7lm 
him as he drove (which was admittedly not often, the Porsche was 
pretty tight inside), so that he could maximize the pleasure return on his 
luxury-performance brand investment. He became so entranced with 
this idea for a spell that it was reported by others in the 7rm that he had 
gone as far to have a lavish proposal drafted for Porsche’s 
consideration; they could oFer a premium chase camera service to 
high-end clients. Something involving oF-duty cab drivers and a 
partnership with Canon. Astonishingly, he got a meeting, but Porsche 
did not call back for a second.
These are but a handful of several thousand details I am trying to 

forget.
 I went into this whole thing blind. All I really knew of Pontius J. 

LaBar and his shadowy LaBar Partners Limited was the fragmentary 
history provided by my father, who had been P.J.’s academic advisor at 
St. John’s University. A baFled and bright undergraduate searching for 
an identity. A professor who Pipped some switch in the kid’s head. A 
period in the business-end of the wilderness in which the college 
graduate is nurtured by wolves, who he then kills and eats. The young 
wolf becomes boy CEO, the old professor safely stored away in his 
inconvenient history. Many millions of dollars pass in an Orson Welles 
calendar montage. The eponymous 7rm ascends rapidly, producing 
nothing but the myth of itself.
I left the memorial midway through and walked across campus to 

my father’s oSce on the basement Poor of Davis Hall with its coronial 
air conditioning. Among the Xanax in my pocket I found the spare key 
from my mother. Wedged in the cracks around the door were a few 
notes from his current students. I collected them. On the Poor inside lay 
a late and hasty term paper with a long plea for leniency, its hungover 
author still unaware that Dr. Michael Bray had retired his red pen two 
days ago.
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I kept the lights oF. The sun bled through the canted blinds, and 
the oSce swam with dust in a monochrome blue. Half of my father’s 
books were packed in boxes, their margins 7lled with the cramped and 
cryptic handwriting which fueled hours of lectures. I had it in mind that 
I would ship the boxes back to San Francisco, though I had no plans for 
them. Newer shelves in a smaller, shittier room 3,000 miles away. An 
academic fate.
I packed books. Dream songs and motorcycle maintenance and 

the mirror and the lamp. I discovered a dusty bourbon bottle in his 7le 
cabinet’s bottom drawer. I stopped packing books. I settled in the low 
chair before the receiving end of his desk, my old catcher’s position for 
Dr. Bray’s pitches on how I’d been mismanaging my life. An index of 
my undones, un7nisheds, and unrealizeds in alphabetical order. 
Admonition from above when I rappelled from the ivory tower.
After a fresh pour, I picked up my chair and positioned it on the 

other side of his desk, in the vacancy of his handicap parking space.
He do fatherly advice in diFerent voices.
I’d never been to a cremation before.
There was that to look forward to.
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Chapter Two
In Which Nick Bray Performs a Rapid & Frank Accounting of
His Living Conditions, Career Path, & Meets a Special Friend

On approach at San Francisco International, the jets are vectored 
in such a way that they cross the yellow halogen pearls of the San 
Mateo bridge and descend gradually towards the Bay. Passengers who 
have never experienced this approach often murmur with increasing 
alarm as the 767-200 appears to be deliberately easing into a freezing 
bath at a ground speed of one hundred and 7fty seven miles an hour. At 
the last possible moment, a marshy gravel appears, and then the safe-
home scorched border of runway 28R.
Depending on my mood, I occasionally imagined what it would 

be like to catch, out of the corner of my eye, the shape of a black boat 
bobbing where it shouldn’t be, its running lights dark. The Pash is like 
a spark from an outlet, and the shoulder-7red rocket sweeps up to meet 
us before we touchdown.
My friend Jake Hawkins tells me that this is unlikely. He tells me 

that a veteran pilot with a cool head and a little luck would be able to 
put the jet down in one piece despite a rocket hit on approach. He says 
they’re much more likely to concentrate a dual rocket attack on take-
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oF, when the wings are fat with fuel. But then again, he’s a poet and a 
baggage screener at SFO. So, grain of salt.
He reminds me there are death fantasies that do not involve acts of 

terrorism.
Not anymore, I tell him.
Thirty-six thousand feet above the Grand Canyon and pointing 

west, I read a full-page advertorial in SkyMall Magazine on a NASA-
inspired diaper harness for dogs. This canine poop carry-on 
redistributed the indignity of scooping up hot piles of shit in plastic 
bags. The 7lter bags for the harness were lined with 100% compostable, 
environmentally friendly organic odor neutralizers. Now your dog can 
become an active participant in the greening of America, and a family 
contributor to your community garden’s summer tomato patch.
Someone at SkyMall knew exactly where this plane was landing.
Welcome to the Bay Area.
I loved San Francisco when I had a little money in my pocket. But 

without at least a little, I spent a lot of sour time observing how the 
Mexican guys stacked Pat cardboard boxes nine feet high in the back of 
their graSti bright pickup while up the block a guy parallel parked his 
Maserati. Sure, any city was this way, but in the ramshackle movie set 
of San Francisco, there wasn’t enough room to keep disparities at 
digni7ed distances.
Flying left me punchy and bone tired. Speeding underground 

between Mission & 16th and Mission & 24th, the BART train deafened 
passengers with a banshee howl and threatened all of us with imminent 
disintegration. At Civic Center the MUNI trains were locked in a 
staring contest with one another. A kid in a hoodie talked incessantly 
into his cell phone about how he was going to move back to New York. 
A lot of people were going back to New York, they just had to make 
sure everyone in San Francisco heard about it 7rst.
I abandoned the trains and busses and walked up Market toward 
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home in the Western Addition. (NOPA is a restaurant, the Western 
Addition is a neighborhood.) Pious car choices nested like Russian 
dolls. A Prius, a Mini Cooper, and a Smart Car walk into a bar.
Sprayed across a plywood wall protecting the open pit which 

would become a new high-rise in Hayes Valley, a graSti kid had 
stenciled a skeletal horse vomiting blood. The blood spelled: GOD 
GAVE NEWSOM THE RAINBOW SIGN! NO MORE WATER! 
GENTRI-FIRE NEXT TIME!
Our heavy sow of a house stood out as the cannibalized rental on 

the block, with its peeling paint and black plastic garbage sack 
permanently duct-taped in the widow’s peak attic window. I split the 
second Poor of the toothless old swine of a Victorian on Hayes with 
three other people and a Great Dane-Labrador mutt named Sagamore. 
Home again, I spilled my duFel bag on the bed. It smelled like my 
mother’s house.
I seldom saw my roommates. Russ tended bar two blocks away 

and rarely showed up until three in the morning. Occasionally we 
would go on a bender and drink free with all of the other bartenders on 
shift who came in while Russ was working, and they were oF. The 7rst 
secret to surviving the city’s high cost of living was settling for a 
quarter of America’s median living standard. The second secret to 
surviving the city’s high cost of living? Create a network of friends in 
the service industry.
My next roommate was a reedy kid named Petey, with full sleeve 

tattoos and a wild style mural inked earlobe to earlobe. He had escaped 
New Jersey, spoke of it like three tours in Vietnam, and worked in the 
Mission at an artisan irony store where they sold Hamm’s Beer, toasted 
and microwaved Velveeta and bacon sandwiches on Wonderbread, and 
sold “super7xie” bikes with wheels that did not turn.
I do not mean these bikes lacked a freewheel. I mean the wheels 

were literally tack welded in place. The thing to do was hang them on 
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the wall or sit on them near Dolores Park when you weren’t carrying 
them on your shoulder. This was a relatively new subculture war, and 
since I’ve wondered if it wasn’t the experiment of a hipster 
mockumentary or Urban Out7tters market research project. Petey’s 
job, as he described it to me once, smoking on our front steps, was to 
sound like he was from New Jersey, drink Hamm’s, and strenuously 
ignore people. Sagamore was Petey’s sandblasted dog, and so named 
because of a degenerative muscle condition which aFected his head, 
causing the skin under his eyes and around his snout to hang like a 
stroke victim’s. He had once been named “Champion.”
Proof the last roommate even existed came only from the periodic 

appearance of a low light under his door and the occasional calypso 
rhythm and spring moan of his bed frame thrashing the wall. Having 
paid cash outright for a year’s worth of rent, he received no mail, and 
was rumored to be called either Marcus or Brent, depending on who I 
talked with (Russ called him Brent, Petey called him Marcus). He was 
the best roommate you could hope for, assuming the severed head of a 
woman didn’t appear in the freezer one weekend. I put him on being a 
wealthy married guy from Marin who slummed in Western Addition 
bars for USF girls or boys, though Russ had never seen him out. Our 
unspoken agreement was not to pry, as his occupation of the largest 
room in the house kept the rest of our rents under $600 a piece.
Money matters loomed.
At the time of my father’s death, I temped at an internet porn 

company named Purv which specialized in the niche of industrial 
machine porn. They were the masters of mechanized fucking, the 
doctors of advanced dildonics, the mad laboratory of steampunked sex 
and electrostim labia clipping. Connoisseurs of Purv’s niche preferred 
zero male participation, and the girls were post-punk, vampire gothy, 
or wholesome farm girls with a thing for the combine. They enjoyed 
full health care bene7ts with no deductible, 100% match 401ks, and 
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access to subsidized housing in Purv’s studio lofts four blocks away, 
provided they passed semi-regular drug tests and showed up when they 
said they would. I had heard that early on Purv oFered fractional 
ownership in the videos, which meant that the girls pocketed a small 
royalty each time the content was resold. Save the camera crew, 
everyone else was temp or part-time, sans bene7ts.
The building Purv purchased was south of Market Street in a 

foreboding ex-armory which still bore the black-and-yellow signs 
labeled FALLOUT SHELTER. The ground Poor housed the reception 
area and a phalanx of typical tech-company cubicles and oSces, 
connected in the back to a spacious machine shop. The top Poors were 
post-production, web development, aSliate and web traSc 
management, accounting, technical support, and a dot-commish rec 
room packed with all of the amenities that Powed down Howard and 
Bryant at six cents on the dollar when the vaporware companies tanked. 
A freight elevator connected the machine shop to the studios below 
street level. Once in a while, you would see a new girl sitting in the 
reception area for an interview, but the working actresses steered clear 
of the upper Poors, where our bored army spent most of their days 
processing hardcore images or dealing with the mundane cash Pow 
details surrounding Purv’s enormous pro7ts.
Purv’s founders still took an active interest in the business, being 

passionistas themselves for the unity of woman and machine. Ray 
Vance was an old hippie machinist from Fresno and his partner, Collin 
Baker, was a Stanford MBA and tech startup burnout. They were 
frequently in the machine shop together, among the partially-assembled 
pneumatic pumps and small tool engines, 7ddling with robotics and 
silicone molds, while the production assistants ran racks of the 
“business end” parts from the day’s shoots through commercial 
dishwashers and autoclaves.
It smelled of acetylene and industrial lubricants and popcorn, as 
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Ray Vance had an insatiable appetite for the buttery stuF, and kept a 
full-scale movie theatre popcorn machine stocked and running all day 
long. On last pass, an old-school chalk board displayed a sketch for 
what looked like a motorized wheelchair 7tted with a black horse 
saddle and gynecologists stirrups. In the open lot behind the machine 
shop, a circle of wooden picnic tables allowed for lunch outside if you 
weren’t of a mind to sit in the coSn-plush rec room, which I often did. 
Short on cash, I was on the one-burrito-a-day diet. CoFee for 
breakfast, half a burrito for lunch, the other half for dinner. Ray Vance 
spotted me a bag of popcorn for my walk home.
My speci7c job consisted of 7nalizing and uploading the videos to 

Purv’s websites, writing some of the video descriptions, and editing 
and partially censoring video stills for the teaser pages. Thankfully, we 
were all required to wear headphones, or else the top Poor would have 
sounded like a great sapphic polyphonic orgy in a Detroit auto 
assembly line. After a couple of weeks, complete porn desensitization 
set in, and I barely registered what was going on in the videos. I was, 
however, increasingly perplexed by how to wittily describe, for the 
nine hundredth time, the intersection of Black & Decker, synthetic 
appendages, and wax-bald vaginas. The cubicle I inherited was 
peppered with cheat-sheets of nouns, verbs, and adjectives tacked up 
behind the monitor to make the copywriting easier.
A web page on the Purv intranet helped the temp web monkeys 

like myself keep the machine names straight. It showed each machine 
with a brief video clip, so that we would never accidentally disappoint 
our loyal following by calling a machine by the wrong name. We were 
reminded constantly to refer to it. In a company-wide email one 
morning, Collin Baker underscored the importance of accuracy by 
sharing a “not uncommon” customer service email.
The message customer service received was from 36-month 

member ($1,078.20) “BigOleBoi,” (Don Lemmon, 39-year-old regional 
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bank manager in Tulsa, Oklahoma) calling attention to the fact that in 
video #278 (“Go On Down on the Funny Farm”) we had 
misrepresented “Licksaw’s” top-tongue speed at 3,000 CHM (clit-hits-
per minute), when in video #112, (“Lumberjackin’ Time”) Licksaw’s 
control dial clearly indicated a maximum upper limit of 4,500 CHM. 
Could we please clear up this discrepancy?
BigOleBoi was not alone in his attention to detail–the Purv 

forums were jammed with fans who carried the stats of the sex 
machines in their heads the way others knew the earned run and batting 
averages of major league ball players. The most active thread on the 
forum was one in which members regularly discussed what types of 
future robots could be added to the Purv family. Other members 
collaborated online over long, meticulous scripts for Ray Vance and 
Collin Baker to shoot. When Collin Baker once picked up the idea of 
issuing gasoline-scented limited edition collector’s cards, modeled after 
Topp’s baseball cards, the entire run of 500 sold out at $89.95 each. 
Rumor had it plans were underway for a massive live event to take 
place in an old Air Force hangar in Nevada, a project the members 
referred to as “Yearning Man.”
So when I returned from Florida, head fogged in and body beat to 

hell by 7ve hours in a center seat on Southwest, I accidentally made the 
mistake of labeling the robot in a new scene “Captain Fucktronic” 
when it was actually “The Dildonator.” The mistake generated nearly 
three hundred Paming all-caps or all-lowercase emails in the customer 
service department, two cubes to my right. It did not help matters that 
Captain Fucktronic and The Dildonator were major rivals in our 
continuing sci-7 miniseries, Warpdriver.
Word reached the machine shop an hour later, and Collin Baker 

rounded up the entire support staF in the rec room for an emergency 
meeting. We 7led in to 7nd Ray Vance sitting in his oversized, stuFed 
purple chair, a prop ripped straight from a Dr. Seuss book. He looked 
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dejected. Bits of popcorn nestled in his long salt and pepper beard. 
Collin Baker waited until the room was full and then stormed in for 
maximum dramatic eFect, his shirtsleeves cuFed by equal centimeters 
to the elbows.
Though both Vance and Baker had a genuine enthusiasm for 

Purv’s content, it’s worth noting that Ray Vance saw the enterprise as a 
labor of love and Collin Baker’s heart was closer to his wallet. Collin’s 
assistant dimmed the lights. An LCD projector descended from the 
ceiling. Collin stood beside Ray Vance, sad porn robot king, and 
pointed a remote at the laptop connected to the projector. A bright 
image of Captain Fucktronic and all of his weaponized appendages 
7lled the wall.
“People,” Collin began, “who is this?”
“Captain Fucktronic,” we said in a dim, asynchronous chorus. 

Ray Vance turned his head and looked at the screen lovingly. The 
PowerPoint slide advanced. An action shot of The Dildonator 
appeared.
“Very good. Now who is this?”
“The Dildonator,” we said, a little more with it.
“Wow, hey, that’s right. Gosh. It’s hard to understand how we 

managed to fuck up so bad today, seeing how you all clearly can tell the 
diFerence between the two.” Collin advanced the slide and both robots 
appeared side by side. “Just in case someone out there is not quite clear, 
let me point out a few of the more obvious diFerences.” Collin waved 
his laser pointer over the two robots in shaky circles. “Here? And here? 
Here? See?”
We murmured assent.
“Let me express this clearly: If anyone still doesn’t get it, we can 

arrange for a free 7rst-hand experience with the two. I assure you the 
diFerences will be vivid.”
The room was silent. Ray Vance sighed heavily.
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“It just bums me out, man,” he said in a low voice. “These are 
like… my kids.”
Collin nodded vigorously.
“You know who else it bums out?” Collin picked up. “Our 

paying members! You know, the ones with the credit cards?” The 
lights brightened and Collin closed his laptop with a snap.
His body language softened, he hung his head like a disappointed 

father and squeezed Ray’s shoulder reassuringly.
“Folks, never forget this: We are storytellers. This enterprise of 

ours–it’s about creating and maintaining the unbroken arc of a 
fantastic, magical ream. When we make mistakes, even smaller ones 
than this, the inconsistencies destroy the fantasy for our fans, and they 
are rudely blue balled by our sloppiness.”
Two months hence, I would more or less hear the same speech 

from Pontius J. LaBar’s mouth in the boardroom of a Fortune 500 
company.
“This isn’t 1999. We’re not the only machine erotica shop in the 

game any more. Members have choices. We may be the 7rst and the 
best, but we’re only the best because we’re customer service fanatics. 
Do I need to rent Tony Hsieh for an hour to cheer you fuckers up? 
Attention to detail, people. When we fail to uphold the high standards, 
members notice, and we lose market share.”
“I remember the day they were born.” Ray Vance rescued an 

edible kernel in his beard and consoled himself.
Collin Baker met each of our eyes, hands on hips. “You want to 

go through the motions, start 7lling out your apps for Starbucks. 
Dismissed.”
We began our penguin waddle out. The idea of free coFee and 

working with fully clothed women in aprons was by this time far more 
arousing than another eight hours pixelating nipples a-la alligator clips.
Then: “Nick, can we talk with you for a minute?”
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It was as if they read my thoughts.
Ray Vance and Collin Baker freed me up to explore my barista 

options the very same day.

You have not been thoroughly blacklisted from temporary 
employment until your agency 7nds out you were shit-canned from a 
porn company. They’d been noti7ed prior to the meeting and hung up 
on me when I called to request a new assignment. A guy with biceps 
like grapefruits escorted me to the receptionist’s front desk. I 
remembered my half-eaten burrito in the rec-room fridge. Since I 
didn’t think Ray Vance would come charging out with a fare-thee-well 
bag of popcorn, I couldn’t leave the burrito behind. I pleaded with the 
security guy and he reluctantly disappeared back upstairs to fetch it for 
me.
This was when I met Sadie Parrish.
She was a loose limbed, straight red-haired beauty with a cosmic 

calm and twee librarian’s glasses above a bridge of light freckles. On 
her lap a copy of Circuit Cellar lay open. Her lips moved slightly as she 
read. I was instantly smitten. 
I blurted “You don’t want to work here.”
She looked up and took me in. She squinted at me through her 

glasses. Her attention was like being shot to death with spring sunshine.
“How do you know where I want to work?” She closed her magW

azine.
“I don’t know where you want to work, but I know where you 

don’t want to work. And that would be here.”
She closed her magazine. “Sounds like you might have a little 

problem with female empowerment, huh?”
“Are you kidding? Tell me you’re kidding.”
“Why would I be kidding?”
“Let me see if I can put it another way: When was the last time 
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you were double-penetrated by twin eight-inch dildos driven by a six-
speed Chevy transmission?”
When she looked away and laughed, I noticed the Apple logo 

tattooed on the back of her neck.
“Is that how you ask all the girls out for coFee?”
“Did I ask you to coFee?”
“Maybe I asked me for you.”
“And what did you say?”
“I said yes.”
“That’s pretty unusual.”
She opened her magazine again.
“I’m glad you asked. Your afternoon should be as free as mine.”
“I’m not walking out on this interview. If you have all this new 

free time, wait for me.”
“You should skip the interview. They won’t hire you with that 

tattoo on your neck. No logos, trademarks, or rights-managed 
characters or likenesses on the actresses. If you had one of those trashy 
tribal wingdings, no problem. But no logos. Post production would go 
out of their mind tracking and blurring it, and it would ruin it for the 
members anyway. Thing is, they won’t tell you that until after you’ve 
auditioned, know what I mean?”
She bit her bottom lip and seemed genuinely dePated.
“Fucked before I was fucked.”
“Way of the world.”
The security guard came back with my burrito and stood by the 

receptionist’s desk to see me out. Sadie looked as though she 
understood.
“Alrighty then,” the security guy said. “Time to go.” He held the 

burrito at arm’s length like a full diaper. I took it.
He held the door for me, a gesture of civility I owed to Sadie’s 

presence, I was sure. I stepped outside into the afternoon wind. She 
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wasn’t standing yet, but she leaned over to look at me through the open 
door.
“Soooo… I guess it’s coFee o’clock,” she said.
I felt like I had to shout as the traSc crowded past.
“I can’t aFord to buy you a cup of coFee. But I can oFer you half 

of a burrito.” I waggled my foil package in the air. She stood up and 
rolled her magazine as if to scold a dog. She stepped outside into that 
cold and descending light. The security guard shut the door, and we 
were among the homeless and the windblown garbage.
“What if I loan you a cup of coFee?”
“That’s sort of a relief. It was my last half burrito.”
“Please, please shut up. You had me at double penetration.”
Once in your life should you be so lucky to meet someone like 

this. Meet someone you start with in media res. Meet someone who 
seems as though they’ve known you for who you are your entire life. 
Meet someone improbably, and understand every meaningless moment 
guided you to this high-speed collision.
The 49 Mission-Van Ness bus lumbered up from the curb and left 

us there with a poorly understood but shared secret. The fog crushed 
over the hills above South San Francisco. Take it all as a gift if it comes 
to you like this.
I would oFer one caveat, however: Before it comes, as Sadie 

Parrish appeared to me in Purv’s lobby, 7le a small prayer that the girl 
you meet has no ambitions to become the country’s 7rst domestic 
suicide bomber. Because Sadie did, and who was I to dissuade her from 
a life’s ambition?
Her older brother, StaF Sergeant Anthony Parrish, had been 

killed in Afghanistan, and the shockwave from his roadside bomb 
traveled all the way across the world and sheared her family into pieces. 
She was twenty-two and done with the yellow ribbons and oak trees. 
She didn’t tell me this the day I was 7red from Purv. When a fresh 
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tattoo of the Starbucks logo appeared on her stomach after one of my 
two week stints on the road, we had a talk.
But that day of loaned coFee: I tramped home late, buzzing with 

the day, the reality of my 7nancial situation settled on my shoulders. 
Little money remained. I could not subdivide my burrito into smaller 
and smaller sustaining portions. Laundry called. I batted the mound of 
clothes around, looking for jeans with spare cash tucked away, happy-
hour style. I found none, but I did discover the invitation from LaBar 
Partners Limited crumpled at the bottom of my army green duFel. I sat 
alone on the edge of my bed and turned the unopened invitation in my 
hand.
Sometimes the runway appears at the last second.
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